INTRODUCTION
FUNCTIONS of measures have already been introduced and studied by Goffman and Serrin [8] , Reschetnyak [lo] and Demengel and Temam [5] : especially for the convex case, some lower continuity results for the weak tolopology (see [5] ) permit us to clarify and solve, from a mathematical viewpoint, some mechanical problems, namely in the theory of elastic plastic materials.
More recently, in order to study weak convergence of solutions of semilinear hyperbolic systems, which arise from mechanical fluids, we have been led to answer the following question: on what conditions on a sequence pn of bounded measures have we f(~,) --* f(p) where P is a bounded measure and f is any "function of a measure" (not necessarily convex)? We answer this question in Section 1 when the functions f are homogeneous, and in Section 2 for sublinear functions; the general case of asymptotically homogeneous function is then a direct consequence of the two previous cases! An extension to x dependent functions is described in Section 4. In the one dimensional case, we give in proposition 3.3 a criteria which is very useful in practice, namely for the weak continuity of solutions measures of hyperbolic semilinear systems with respect to weakly convergent Cauchy data.
Another application concerns a work in preparation [6) on measure-valued solutions for hyperbolic scalar equations.
The results of this paper were announced in [2] .
F(p) WITH F HOMOGENEOUS
For compact Hausdorff space r, C(T, ii?) denotes the Banach space of continuous IRd valued functions normed by IICDIIL" = SUPId = L5ST(Z6pi(X)2)1'2*
We assume throughout that r is nonempty. Immediate consequences of the definition are: To prove the necessity of continuity in the third part suppose that rk + < in lRd. Then for any Y E I9 pk = tkay -* (2,.
If ,D -+ F (,u) is continuous for norm convergence we conclude that
Conversely, given R > 0 and E > 0 we will find a 6 > 0, depending on F, so that if II pjll I R, j = I,2 and 11~ -PAI < 6 then IIFW -F(~dll < E. We next turn to the more subtle question of convergence in the weak star topology. The map P + F(p) is not continuous in that topology. In the scalar case, d = 1, all homogeneous F are linear combinations of r* so (P)~ -(~0~ suffices to insure that F(pk) -of the variations (pi)+ - Weaker conditions than norm convergence suffice to guarantee F(pk) -F(p) for all continuous homogeneous F. Example 1.13. If j E C,,(IR", IR), sj(x) dx = 1, j,(x) = k"j(kx), and p E M(lR", lRd) n &'(lR", lRd) then p, = j, * fl converges vaguely to fi but not necessarily in norm. However F@c,) -F(p) for all continuous homogeneous F (see (1.21) ). For I C IR" this shows that our definition of F(p) is quite natural. 
We use two estimates concerning convolution with j k: for any any finite v E M(R", Rd) Then given any E > 0 we choose 6 > 0 so that (P(r) = co(V) = 1 and
Since j.fk 4 q&) and P * P/P) we may choose Bore1 measureable functions gk and g so that pk = gkv(pk), p = abc) and dgk) = v(g) = 1 at all points of r-
Choose h E C(T, IT?) with p(h) = 1 and
Since (u)(P~), 1) --) (p(p), 1) we may choose k, so that for all k > k0 {deW 5 id@'(r) + e8/8A.
The subadditivity of v, shows that
Since j cp(h -g) d&/l) < c6/8A, we find dqQ + h&u)) + 3&/16A. IPkl -IPI = (IPA -P'lld + (P'illk -P'P) + (P'P -IPO.
The first and last measure have norm less than 26 and the middle converges vaguely to zero. Thus for any y E C(K, IR), Il&-i 1 =(lP,l -Id, Y) 5 46.
As 6 1 E and E was arbitrary we conclude that I,u~I -I pl . Passing to the limit in (1.24) yields 1)~ -pJpu(l( I 2cS. Thus, the choice of 6 yields, This combined with (2.8) and (2.9) proved that limdxlx: Jgk(X) -g(x)1 1 q) < E.
As E > 0 was arbitrary this proves the desired result, (2.5). for every g in L', so that j/g/ II L, and for every A such that measA < 6,
Proof that (y) + @). Let us remark to
Let then L = sup(jIg, dxl + {lg dul) < 00. Given E > 0, let R be so that for l[l 1 R, If(<)1 5 el<l/4L. Choose 6 > 0, 6 < R, sq that for x and y in the ball of radius 2R centered at 0 E iRd lx -Yl < 6 = If(x) -f(Y)l < e/4 d0.
We now choose, according to the previous property (2.12) 6, such that meas A < 6, =) Sup SA If(g)1 < ~1% and k > k0 such that meas Gk < 6, where Gk = (x, lgkl > RJ U Ilol <L lx, ld > RI.
Choose also k, so that for k > k,
M(ldx) -g&d 2 61 < a MU ,~s~llf(t)ll.
We then write The last integral is arbitrarily small if we note that when 6 is less than R, and lg, -gl c 6, lg,l > 2R implies jgl > R and conversely. Then This completes the proof that (III) implies the conditions of proposition 3.2. It remains to prove the converse.
We first remark that it suffices to prove the converse for nonnegative sequences & 2 0. For arbitrary & we apply the SpeCid case to the sequence P: -g+ dx + v+ which itself satisfies the conditions of proposition 3.2. This yields I& -g+ dxl -v+. Similarly 1~; -g-dxl -v-.
Sincepk-g&-p-gti=v,wehave The results of the previous sections extend to functions which depend also on x. The modifications of the proofs are immediate. Here we describe an appropriate class of functions and the basic result. 
Definition. f E C(T x R', W) is sublinear if

Definition. F E C(T x lRd, IR)
is positively homogeneous of degree 1 iff F(x, t<) = ?F(x, <) for all x, r E I-x lRd and t > 0.
Definition. 0 E C(I' x I??', IR)
is asymptotically homogeneous iff @(x, 0) = 0 for all x E I-and there is an F E C(I' x lRd, IR) positively homogeneous of degree zero and a sublinear f such that @=F+f.
It is no problem to modify the definitions of Sections 1, 2 and 3 to define F(x, p), f(x, p), @(x, ,D) the last two requiring I c IR" and depending explicitly on the normalized Lsbesque measure dx. Proof. Left to reader.
